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WHEN YOU MAKE A RESERVATION

WHAT TO BE AWARE OF WHEN RENTING A CAR?
Please take your time to compare the different rental offers according to
your needs, availability and place of your stay.
Some special offers may considerably reduce the amount of your rental
- rerservation in advance, promotional offers for week-ends and so on -.
Also, the airline companies often offer rates, which are negotiated with
rental companies.
Attention: no right to withdraw for distance rental contracts booked online!
In the event of distance selling, e.g. via internet, the
consumer can benefit from a 14 day cooling off period
allowing to withdraw from the contract.

GOOD TO KNOW

However, some services are not included in this scope of
applications: it notably concerns transport services provided
at a set date or during a determined period.
Therefore, the right to withdraw does not apply to vehicle
rental contracts. Once the vehicle has been reserved you
cannot withdraw and the sums you already paid cannot
be reimbursed.

Before leaving, be wellinformed about the traffic
rules and the applicable
speed limits before driving
abroad! For example in
Italy, watch out for Zona a
traffico limitato or ZTL in
the historic city centres.
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WHEN YOU MAKE A RESERVATION

BE CAREFUL
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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about the availabilities and models of the rental car in order to be
sure that it will meet your needs - number of passengers, size of the
boot and so on -. If the reserved model does not correspond - for lack
of avai- lability - to the one you lend in the end, you need not to pay
more for an upgrade vehicle. On the other hand, in the event of a lower
range vehicle the price must be readjusted.
about the age restrictions for driving the car
about the terms and general conditions of reservation of the rental
company: minimum rental period - some hours or one day - reservation
time - it may vary from a couple of hours before vehicle collection to several months in advance – coverage of the geographical area – possibility
or not to drive to another country than the visited one –
about the further options which are invoiced in addition to the reservation - child car seat, additional driver, GP, and so on about extra fees - specific tax in case of car rental at the airport or local
tax, called “road tax”, and so on about the possible drop-off fees at a different location
about the possible cleaning costs
about the different insurances included in the rental
about the limited or unlimited mileage: for “long distance” journeys it
is often better to choose for an unlimited mileage
about means of payment, which are accepted

WHEN YOU MAKE A RESERVATION

FUEL
Car rental contracts can provide for different “fuel” options for the return
of the vehicle.
• You will have to return the vehicle with the same level of fuel as when
picked-up.
• You do not need to fill up the fuel, the car rental company will do this
for you. You will however usually pay a higher price for the fuel and
there is a service fee. This is not illegal as long as the price for the fuel
is displayed at the company -, as well as filling costs.
• The option “to buy fuel” is available at some rental companies. You do
not need to fill up the fuel then, you will only be invoiced the fuel you
have used over the rental period.
Check your contract before leaving.Also ask at the service
desk which fuel type to use. Think of keeping your receipt
for your tankful in case the volume would be contested.

GOOD TO KNOW
For the online reservation
you can usually choose your
native language. But on the
spot, most of the time the
contract will be drawn up in
the language of the visited
country. So, one must be
extra vigilant.
This contract in a foreign
language instead of the
pre-reservation contract will
be taken into account in the
event of a dispute instead of
the pre-reservation contract.
You should absolutely keep
a copy of it!
There is no obligation within
the EU countries to issue a
contract in the language of
the foreign consumer.
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WHEN YOU SIGN A RENTAL CONTRACT

WHAT ARE THE GENERAL TERMS & CONDITIONS OF THE CONTRACT?
Before being bound, just think of reading carefully the rental contract. You
should print your reservation confirmation, as well as the general terms and
conditions of the contract of the rental company. It is advisable to check
that the contract includes the same information as listed when the reservation was made.
An inventory of fixtures must be drawn up in presence of an employee of
the rental company before you leave with the vehicle. You should demand
an inventory of fixtures before collecting the vehicle: any damage must be
reported in writing on the ren- tal contract - scratches, bumps, and so on -.
It is advisable to check that the optional equipment you booked - GPS,
radio, child car seat, and so on – are available. You should also check the
level of fuel. If possible take pictures of noticeable damage.

INSURANCES

BE CAREFUL
Do not sign any contract you
do not understand!
Check the insurances
policies you selected! If any
doubt arises, you should opt
for a fully comprehensive
insurance.
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Your level of protection is defined by the terms relevant
to the rental drawn up in your rental contract. Therefore,
it is extremely important to check that the elements you
selected at the time of the reservation are clearly shown
on the contract.

WHEN YOU SIGN A RENTAL CONTRACT

Civil responsibility – which covers physical injuries as well as property
damage caused to others - is compulsory. Therefore, it is apparently included
in the rental price.
Usually, high excess charges are provided for in car rental contracts in the
event of a problem - even for a scratch -. Therefore, it is advisable to be
informed about the additional insurance that will enable to reduce the liability.
If you intend to hand over the wheel to a third party, make sure to check
that you took out an insurance for this second driver. It will be invoiced
extra, but in case of an accident it may be useful. If you don’t have one,
the damage caused by this additional driver may not be covered by the
insurance company.
Do not forget to read the terms and general conditions of assistance in case
of problem - emergency number, right to a substitution vehicle, and so on.

Acronyms to know to take out an additional insurance:
•
•
•
•

•

•

LDW/ CDW/Super CDW: Loss/Collision Damage Waiver
guarantee for damage to property TP - Theft Protection -/TW - Theft Waiver -/TPC -Theft
Protection Coverage -: guarantee in case of theft
SLDW - Super Loss Damage Waiver -: damage and
theft package
PAI/PI - Personal Insurance -/SPAI - Super Personal
Accident Insurance -: additional insurance for transported people - in the event of an acci- dental death,
physical injuries and medical fees – and thefts of
personal effects
PEP - Personal Effects Protection -/ PEC - Personal
Effects Coverage -: insurance in case of theft of
personal effects
FUEL OPTION (OAC/FPO): Option to buy fuel - no
need to fill up the vehicle before returning it or with
the same level as when you picked it up

- contractual

GOOD TO KNOW
If you paid for your rental by
credit card, you should ask
for information about the
guarantees and insurances
included in your credit
card before leaving and
the conditions for their
application. Indeed, some
guarantees may be provided
for in case of damage or
theft of the vehicle. In case
of payment for the vehicle
rental with some credit
cards - higher categories
– you may be proposed a
complete repurchase of the
excess charge.
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WHEN YOU SIGN A RENTAL CONTRACT

SECURITY DEPOSIT
Some rental companies ask you to make a security deposit usually corresponding to the amount of the excess charge. This sum aims to cover the
potential damage to the rented vehicle.

RENTAL CONDITIONS
The required age varies according to the rental companies and the category
of the vehicle. As a general rule the minimum age for rental varies from
18 to 21 years, depending on the category of the vehicles – sometimes 23
years if the rental is paid by cheque or in cash-. You also must have been
holder of a valid driving licence for 1 or 2 years at least– delivered by a
Member State, i.e. mutually recognized within the EU -.
The majority of the rental companies apply young driver surcharge for drivers
under 25 years old.

TIP
You should always ask
for a guide on the general
terms and conditions of
the rental enclosed with a
pricelist usually available
at the rental company, in
order to check if the applied
rates correspond – fuel,
young drivers insurance,
administrative costs in case
of fines, mileage prices,
drop-off fees at another
location as the one initially
foreseen -.
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DURING THE RENTAL

What to do after you have had an accident?

IN THE EVENT OF AN ACCIDENT OR A VEHICLE THEFT
You should refer to the general terms and conditions for your rental and
report to the rental company immediately. An accident statement must be
filled out and transmitted to the rental company.
If repairs are necessary, do not hesitate to ask your car mechanic for an estimate.
This will enable you to possibly protest to the rental company about unusually
high costs. For further information, in French, please look at the information
sheets of ECC France on our website: www.europe-consommateurs.eu/fr/
quels-sont-vos-droits/vehicules/accidents-et-reparations
In case of theft, you should lodge a complaint and return the keys and
papers of the vehicle. Your responsibility will be limited to the amount of
the excess charge if you took out an insurance in case of damage and-or
vehicle theft.
Fines, as well as administrative costs, will be the responsibility of the vehicle
user.

FINES AND CONTRAVENTIONS
If you must pay for a contravention, please refer to the general terms and
conditions for your rental, in order to check the amount of the administrative
costs you will have to pay.
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WHEN THE VEHICLE IS RETURNED

WHAT MUST BE OBSERVED FOR A RETURN IN DUE FORM?
The vehicle must be dropped off at the location initially foreseen on the
rental contract. An extra cost will be applied if the vehicle is dropped off in
another location.
The vehicle and the keys must be returned to an authorized employee of the
company at the opening hours and at the agreed time of return. some car
rental companies allow a delay of 30 minutes to 1 hour, but check this first.

GOOD TO KNOW
Some car rental companies
use letterbox for the return.
If this is the case, so take
some pictures of the vehicle
at the time you drop it off.
So the car rental company
cannot let you bear possible
repair costs for damage
that might have occurred
after return of the car.

TIP
Keep carefully all the
invoices, the rental contract
and the correspon- dence
in the event of complaint
against the company.
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Upon return, an inventory of fixtures must be drawn up again
in presence of an employee of the rental company before
you leave. Ask for the signature of the return document
by way of proof.
Should you fail to return the vehicle at the opening hours,
you would be responsible for it until the opening hours of
the following day.
It is advisable to follow the return procedure of every car
rental company beyond the opening hours.
Get back all the receipts relevant to the payment (above
all those signed by yourself: a receipt of credit card for
instance) left with the professional as a “guarantee of
payment” (above all those signed by yourself: a receipt of
credit card for instance).

CONTACT

The European Consumer Centres Network
For any question or in case linked to an accident in another EU country,
Iceland or Norway, do not hesitate to contact the ECC-Net.
The European Consumer Centres Network offers free information on consumer rights in the EU and advice in extrajudicial cross-border consumer
complaints. The network of 30 centres in Europe, Iceland and Norway is
working together to resolve cross- border consumer complaints through outof-court resolution mechanisms.
For first line advice or to submit a cross-border complaint please contact
your local European Consumer Centre:
https://ec.europa.eu/info/live-work-travel-eu/consumers/resolve-your-consumer-complaint/european-consumer-centres-network_en
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